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Abstract
Design and performance evaluation of traffic control techniques
such as ramp metering are typically based on macroscopic traffic
flow models. These models, obtained by spatio-temporal
averaging of microscopic vehicle-to-vehicle/infrastructure
interactions, do not have sufficient resolution to model safety, or
to study the impact of emerging paradigms of autonomy and
connectivity. We present coordinated ramp metering algorithms
that regulate entry into the freeway network at the vehicle
level,based on information about state of vehicles in the network,
but do not require information about travel demand. Under these
algorithms, each on-ramp operates under cycles during which it
does not release more vehicles than its queue size at the
beginning of the cycle. Additionally, the algorithms, dynamically,
either introduce pause at the end of the cycle, or modulate the
release rate during the cycle, or modulate safety distance for
release during the cycle. Under standard safe vehicle-following
and merging protocols, these algorithms are shown to keep the
network undersaturated for maximal travel demand and result in
lower travel time than known ramp metering algorithms.
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